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EDITOR'S NOTE:
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THE AREA'S BEST
WEDDING PROS

When planning a wedding the most important
decisions to make (besides choosing your life partner)
are the wedding pros you hire to deliver on your
wedding day experience.
Selecting your wedding vendors can be overwhelming
because there are so many to choose from. Most
couples source personal recommendations, Google
searches, social media feedback and national listing
sites to begin their search, but the number of
suggestions you receive can be mind-boggling.
One of the national wedding vendor listing sites has
almost 700 photographers cataloged just for the
Tampa Bay area! Even the most dedicated wed-to-be
doesn't have time to narrow down all of those profiles,
plus I personally wouldn't recommend over 70% of
vendors on there (even ones with over 100+ 5-star
ratings).
One of the best ways to keep wedding planning
manageable is to start with a curated list of wedding
pros. This can be from your wedding venue's preferred
list, a selected poll from personal recommendations, or
our collection of "Who's Who" of Tampa Bay Wedding
Pros.
We have purposefully kept our Marry Me Tampa
Bay list selective to bring you the area's most
reputable and respected wedding professionals.

By: Anna Coats
Marry Me Tampa Bay Editor-in-Chief

focus on narrowing our list even further to choose the
right fit for your budget, personality, and style.
Your wedding day is not a day that you can "do over" if
something goes wrong, so choosing your wedding
pros truly is an investment in creating an
unforgettable day.
Our focus for selecting our "Who's Who" is intended
for couples looking for professionals first and
foremost. With experience and talent comes a higher
price point, so if you're price shopping, our pros won't
be the least expensive, but they will be the most
qualified.
You want to hire professionals not only for their
knowledge but also to plan for mishaps (because they
will happen) and to fix them without taking away from
your experience on the day of.
With this 2022 publication also comes complementary
insight from the Marry Me Tampa Bay editorial team.
Email social@marrymetampabay.com or DM
@marrymetampabay with the wedding vendors that
you're considering, and we'll let you know if they are
reputable and share any weddings we've featured
from them.

With our "Who's Who" publication, Marry Me Tampa
Bay has done the research for you so that you can
Cover Photo Credits: Dewitt for Love Photography | Planner: Snapdragon Events | Dress: Isabel O’Neil
Bridal | Hair & Makeup: The Destiny & Light Hair and Makeup Group | Florist: Marigold Flower Co.

Cheers,
Anna Coats
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Lifelong Photography Studio
We specialize in luxury weddings infused with personal
details and have been a leading photography company in
Florida for over 10 years.
At Lifelong Photography Studio we are more than just a
single person. We are a team of professionals with a
style that is whimsical, bright, romantic, airy, filled with
@lifelongphotographystudio
Learn More about Lifelong Photography Studio

genuine love.
Wedding collections begin at $2,300 and the average
couple spends $3,500- $4,100 for complete coverage.

Dewitt for Love Photography
We are Shannon and Brandon, a husband and wife
team with a focus on luxury weddings, engagement
sessions, and boudoir! Our shooting style is a mix of
candid snaps, romantic moments, and capturing every
beautiful detail…all shot with an editorial eye.
We love to make your wedding day look like it’s out of
a magazine, but we also never ignore a blooper
moment or wild dance floor shot!
Full wedding day pricing begins at $4,400, with most
couples spending $5,000-$5,500 on average for
wedding coverage & engagement session.
We are currently fully booked for weddings until 2023.
(still accepting sessions for 2022).

@dewittforlove
MMTB Reader Special:
$100 off a Boudoir Package
Learn More about Dewitt for Love Photography
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Carrie Wildes Photography
We love photographing people and care about who they
are, how they interact, and how they love each other.
Those moments you can't make up if you tried! Our style
is timeless yet modern, photojournalistic, artful,
compelling, and full of life.
@carriewildesphotography
We welcome weddings of all sizes! Intimate wedding
MMTB Reader Special:
The amount you spend will be matched
towards an album credit and "Guided
Artwork Experience."

collections range from $600-$2,400 with full wedding
collections starting at $3,990. Unique to Carrie Wildes
Photography, the full amount you spend goes toward
your album or wall art.

Learn More about Carrie Wildes Photography

Limelight Photography
Limelight photography specializes in timeless, vibrant,
sophisticated, romantic, clean, and classic luxury wedding
photography with extreme attention to detail. Our
storytelling approach includes candid/photojournalistic
images and striking bride and groom portraits.
We only photograph weddings and are the most
experienced wedding photographers on the West Coast of
Florida. You will find that our photography is unmatched
for its style, sophistication, and five-star customer
experience.
Complete wedding collections with two photographers
start at $3,500.

@limelightphotos
MMTB Reader Special:
30% off first online print or album
order from any wedding or
engagement session
Learn More about Limelight Photography
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Amber McWhorter Photography
Amber McWhorter Photography is represented through a
photojournalistic style capturing raw emotions and
candid moments.
I am there to tell the story of my couples and to
document their love. My photography is accentuated by
natural light and surrounding areas to creatively use
them to enhance the photos.

@ambermcwhorterphotography
MMTB Reader Special:
Complimentary engagement session for
any 8+ hour wedding collection booked

Pricing varies depending on each unique wedding or
elopement however, the average wedding collection
ranges from $2,500-$3,200.

Learn More about Amber McWhorter Photography

Iyrus Weddings Photo & Video
Iyrus Weddings captures all the unique and special
details that you have meticulously planned from the
intimate pre-wedding preparations to the final send-off
through high-end photography and cinematic video.
Our professional photography and videography team
reflects the emotions of your day to help you
remember every moment.
We hear time and again that our couples love our
communication, fun style, and overall positive attitude.
We love what we do and you can see it when we are
shooting!
Photography packages range from $2,000-$2,850.
Videography packages range from $2,300-$3,500.

@iyrus_weddings
MMTB Reader Special:
Complimentary engagement session for
any 8+ hour wedding collection booked
Learn More about Iyrus Weddings
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Amanda Zabrocki Photography
Amanda Zabrocki Photography photographs weddings
for affectionate couples, documenting their love story
through finding the light and capturing meaningful
interactions resulting in romantic and timeless images.
I’m a natural light wedding and lifestyle photographer

@amandazabphoto
MMTB Reader Special:
Receive an extra hour of
wedding day coverage

who has been photographing weddings, engagement
sessions, and families for the last 15 years. I am truly
experienced with every aspect of a wedding day, from
guiding you to the best light to posing you comfortably
to making sure I have multiple backup equipment
options on hand.

Learn More about Amanda Zabrocki Photography

Wedding coverage with an engagement session
averages $2,975.
.

Mary Anna Photography
Mary Anna Photography is a husband and wife wedding
photography team whose light-kissed, true-to-life
images capture connection and elegance.
We capture emotion-filled, expertly posed images. We
teach clients how to pose for their body type and
create special moments that look beautiful, easy, and
natural in front of the camera.
Our editing style is bright and true to life. Our
specialty is capturing simple beauty and real moments
so that you can remember them for generations to
come.
Our complete wedding day experience with full-day
coverage is $2,800. Many couples select a custom
heirloom album for a total investment of $3,400.

@maryannaphoto
MMTB Reader Special:
Complimentary engagement session
and 20% off your wedding album
Learn More about Mary Anna Photography
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J&S Media Films & Photo
J&S Media Wedding Films & Photo specializes in both
cinematic wedding films and wedding photography.
We’ve spent years perfecting the client experience,
how we work together as a team, training trusted team
members, and telling stories through both photo and
video.
Our style is versatile and tailored to each of our

@_jsmedia
Learn More about J&S Media

couples while still maintaining our own J&S Media style
as artists. In specializing in both photo and video,
we’re able to navigate a wedding day doing what’s best
for both mediums of documentation which we believe
is one of the traits that separate us from others!
Wedding collections begin at $3,800 per service with
the average couple spending $3,800-$6,800 for
wedding film and photo collections.

Kristen Marie Photography
Kristen Marie Photography has been documenting oneof-a-kind weddings since 2010. From intimate beach
ceremonies to culturally diverse multi-day celebrations,
we are there to capture every detail of your wedding day
as it unfolds.
We aren’t just providing a service to couples; we are
providing a storytelling lifetime heirloom. We
photograph the natural interactions of our couples, but
we also make sure to photograph the tiny details and
people who mean so much to you! The ultimate goal is to

@kristenmariephotog

provide tears of joy every time you relive your wedding
photos.
Collections start at $1,600 with our most popular
collection starting at $2,200

Learn More about Kristen Marie Photography
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Joyelan Photography
Joyelan Photography specializes in weddings and elopements
in a way that is down-to-earth yet classic. My goal is to get to
know each couple and document their day in a way that best
represents the love between them and the journey that
brought them together.
With a decade of experience including a photojournalistic

@joyelan
MMTB Reader Special:
Receive an extra hour of wedding
coverage on select packages
Learn More about Joyelan Photography

background, I am drawn to real-life candid moments and have
developed an instinct for capturing true raw emotion.
It’s important for me to understand my couples’ vision and
help guide them when needed to provide the best experience.
I am there to help from the first inquiry to coaching them in
front of the camera to the final delivery.
To accommodate the uniqueness of weddings my packages
range from intimate weddings starting at $1,500, with full
weddings ranging from $2,500–$3,500. Elopement coverage is

Cat Pennenga Photography

also available.

Cat Pennenga Photography specializes in wedding
photography, lifestyle portraits, and an open-air photo
booth.
I want to know what my clients are crazy about and what
inspires them! It is so important for me to connect with
my couples so that they trust me to capture their day and
tell their unique story. As your wedding photographer,
my job is to make you feel comfortable and confident so
you can rock your photos and have the best time
together.
I strive to provide more than just a service, but instead a
custom, hands-on experience from start to finish.
Full wedding collections with two photographers begin at
$4,250 and elopement options range from $1,200-$2,400.

@catpennengaphotography
MMTB Reader Special:
20% discount on your Keepsake Album
or Photo Booth add-on.
Learn More about Cat Pennenga Photography

Learn More about Lifelong Photography Studio
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Our passion for art and service is the
reason why so many couples choose
us to be there with them on one of
the most important days of their
lives.

What Inspired You to Start
Your Business?
As artists photography is of course a
creative outlet, but also it's so important as
a person to make an impact on the world
in a positive way! Weddings are such a
meaningful and happy time in the lives of
others and we are drawn to love and the
opportunity to create beauty for people
that impacts them and blesses them for
the rest of their lives.

BUF F Y

F E L DMAN

What is one of your passions,
non-wedding related?
Personal growth and learning, and sharing
knowledge. I love researching new
information that is helpful for daily life and
love sharing helpful knowledge to those
around me.

What would couples be
surprised to learn about you?
Address

I have an obsession with Airstream campers and

1123 Hillcrest Circle, Holmes Ville

will stop by the dealership anytime I am in the area

Minneapolis, MN 55401

for a photoshoot to tour the latest models.

Phone / Email
763-568-5503 / hello@;aurenhansons.com

Website / Social Media
www.laurenhansons.com / @laurenhansons

(727) 491-3872
@LIFELONGPHOTOGRAPHYSTUDIO
INFO@LIFELONGPHOTOGRAPHYSTUDIO.COM
Learn More about Lifelong Photography Studio

Dewitt for Love is a husband and wife photography duo that specialize in weddings,
couples, and brands! We spend most of our time photographing weddings, and
love celebrating the best couples on such an important day!
Shannon is the wife half, a crazy cat mom, fashion lover, CEO boss babe, and total
perfectionist (a blessing and a curse)! Brandon is the tall, bearded, laid-back, sports
enthusiast that Shannon describes as “the most fun and positive person” she’s ever
met.
Creating editorial images that look like they're out of a magazine are our absolute
favorites! Capturing real emotions and unexpected moments during such a hectic

SHANNON & BRANDON

day are also some of our favorite shots to deliver. We love finding beautiful ways to
incorporate the feeling and styled elements of your day to create a stunning story.

Our wedding photography style is what we describe as “well-rounded,” while leaning

Our Wedding
Photography

towards the editorial photography realm. We love creating images that look like they’re
out of the pages of a magazine (and we have had our work featured in magazines too, so
fun!), while still making sure to capture fun dance shots, bloopers, and the most loving and
touching candid moments.

STYLE:

Our editing style is true to life “with some dirt on it" and classic, but with a little edge. Most
of our couples will tell you that most of their laughing images are from us cracking jokes
and that you don’t have to be a model for us to pose and direct you into perfectly
wonderful moments!

MMTB Reader Special:
$100 off a Boudoir Package
Learn More about Dewitt for Love Photography

What Would Couples Be
Surprised to Learn about You?
We're just the weirdest people ever!
We often freestyle songs about our cat, learn
dance moves all the time, and hope for the day
we'll be able to use a flash mob for
something...and we sit on the SAME SIDE of the
booth. I KNOW, I know it's a polarizing issue but it's
just how we roll!
We're best friends and love being able to work
together while celebrating love on a weekly basis!

"We are the proudest about giving our couples the
best images and most beautiful memories of their
incredible day. Our goal is to make your day look like
it could be out of a magazine, with fun and romantic
moments in between!" -Shannon and Brandon

Where Do you Draw Your

INSPIRATION?
We are always inspired by our couples. How they are together
and the way they naturally interact always inspires us to create
something new! Allowing real moments to unfold is such an
amazing thing to witness and capture...we're always looking for
that next sweet moment!
What also inspires us are the wedding day fashion choices, color
palette, and general vibe! Nothing gets me more amped to get
the day started than styling a beautiful flat lay, with invitations
and details so carefully selected by the couple.
If you took the time to choose it and invest in it; we want to find a
way to capture it.

(727) 692-4085
@DEWITTFORLOVE
INFO@DEWITTFORLOVE.COM

Learn More about Dewitt for Love Photography

YOUR STORY DESERVES TO BE
REMEMBERED

Carrie Wildes Photography is one of the most
experienced wedding photographers in Tampa Bay with
over 14 years in business, 600 weddings photographed,
2 million pictures taken, and nearly 65,000 pieces of
cake eaten!
The photography team describes their style as timeless
and candid, and they are experts in all types of light
sources, including natural light, off-camera flash, and
static light.
When you book Carrie Wildes Photography, the amount
you spend will be matched towards an album credit and
"Guided Artwork Experience."

(813) 480-0324
@carriewildesphotography
carrie@carriewildes.com
Learn More about Carrie Wildes Photography

About 4-6 weeks after your wedding date, Carrie will
help guide you in choosing what images best tell the
story of your wedding day for your album and wall
prints. This is when you will get to spend the artwork
credit you have which is the full amount you spend on
your collection.
Carrie's collections also include a complimentary
engagement session.

OUR WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY STYLE:
Our style is timeless yet modern, photojournalistic, artful,
compelling, and full of life. We are obsessed with providing
exquisitely beautiful albums and print products that uniquely
tell your story for generations to come. We believe that
personalized service and amazing images are equally a
part of the photography experience our team provides.

WHERE DO YOU DRAW
YOUR INSPIRATION?
Travel and capturing the essence of people in places that few
choose to go. The Island of Mindanao, Cuba, Haiti, South Africa,
Brazil, and Australia are just some of the places I've been. I
absolutely love seeing and photographing people in their everyday
lives because that's the most authentic of who they are and the
story behind them.
Learn More about Carrie Wildes Photography

CARRIE WILDES
WHAT IS ONE
OF YOUR
PASSIONS,
NONWEDDING
RELATED?
My biggest passion in life is helping
families overcome the obstacles to
become foster and adoptive
parents. I am a foster and adoptive
parent and co-founded the Promise
Love Foundation where we help
families raise money for their
adoptions as well as get them
started on their journey.

MMTB Reader Special:
The amount you spend will be matched towards an album credit
and "Guided Artwork Experience."

Luxury Wedding
Photography. Timeless,
vibrant, sophisticated,
romantic, clean, and
classic with extreme
attention to detail.
We Love Photographing Weddings
Because:
We truly love the art of photography and the
privilege of being let into your heart and soul.
It is our mission to capture love around the
globe through the lens of our cameras.
Our passion for photographing weddings
comes from the deep respect that marriage is a
sacred covenant as ordained by God. We feel
blessed to not only share in the special
moment when a couple enters into this
covenant but also to share our God-given
talent of photography.
As a husband and wife team, we have
discovered that capturing the love shared by
others further influences our own love affair.

Learn More about Limelight Photography

Our Personality Is:
Each artist at Limelight Photography has a passion for
their art and contributes their own unique edge and
flair. Each photographer’s work has its own character,
yet maintains the consistent, high standards of the
Limelight brand.

What Are Some of Your Passions, NonWedding Related?
Mission work in Haiti, Boating, our French bulldog
"Bimini", reading

Where Do You Draw Your Inspiration?

REBECCA
ZOUMBEROS

I am inspired by disciplined, creative people who
persevere and push themselves past known limits;
people who battle their way through major challenges
and overcome obstacles to achieve greatness.

STEP INTO THE LIMELIGHT"

Some of my favorite stories of survival, resilience, and
redemption include Vogue editor Anna Wintour,
fashion designers Coco Chanel and Valentino, longdistance runner Steve Prefontaine, the 1988 Jamaican
Olympic bobsled team, boxer James Braddock and
World War II hero Louis Zamperini.

What makes your business stand out
from other photographers?

What is One Thing Couples Would Be
Surprised to Know About You?

"You will be presented with a
first-class experience the
moment you

We work hard to personally get to know you and
build a rapport prior to your wedding day so that
you feel completely relaxed and have an overall
amazing wedding day and experience!
We are best known for our capability to
consistently create perfect pictures in ANY lighting
situation, especially at sunset and nighttime.
We have successfully photographed over 1,500
weddings and are the most experienced wedding
photographers on the West Coast of Florida!

I was a competitive gymnast and the State of Florida
Balance Beam champion!
MMTB Reader Special:
30% off first online print or album order from
any wedding or engagement session
Learn More about Limelight Photography

813.926.4290
@limelightphotos
info@stepintothelimelight.com

(813) 309-5304
memories@ambermcwhorter.com
@ambermcwhorterphotography

Amber McWhorter Photography
provides couples with memories
that will last forever.
It is a produced vision of their journey together
as a couple from their engagement session, to
their wedding day, and even anniversary
sessions when desired.
My photography is a photo-journalistic style. I am
there to tell your story and to document your day
which is accentuated by taking in all of the
surrounding areas and creatively using them to
enhance your photos.
I love sunshine and using natural lighting as often as I
can to enhance the warm glow and sun flares in the
portraits that I capture. This produces photos what a
more genuine feel.
While editing is part of all post-processing, my editing
stands out because I stick to deep, natural colors that
will keep images timeless.
One of my favorite things about being a wedding
photographer is loving what I do. I love meeting new
couples. I love getting to know them and witnessing
their connection.

"I have a passion for documenting moments of raw
emotions and connections between two souls. This
significant time stands still, and it is put into
photographs that will last a lifetime."
-Amber McWhorter
Learn More about Amber McWhorter Photography

What Would Couples Be Surprised

What is one of your passions, non-

to Learn about You?

wedding related?

"One thing most couples would be surprised to know
about me is that while I am super comfortable being
behind the camera when I am in front of the camera, I
have no clue what to do!
So many couples think that because I am good at
giving prompts, posing, and capturing candid
moments that when I am in front of the camera, I am
a natural but I totally am not!"

A non-wedding related passion is traveling.
In my spare time away from my business, I love
exploring and enjoying the outdoors. The world
offers so much beauty, and it is a passion of mine
to see it, photograph it, and to stop and just take it
all in.
Learn More about Amber McWhorter Photography

I am a wife to my husband, Austin, and am a "dog mom" to two husky-mutts, Niko
and Kaia. I have lived in the Tampa area basically my entire life and love going on
adventures, seeing new places, traveling, trying new food and coffee shops, visiting
local breweries and wineries, hitting up concerts, and experiencing new things.
I am an ocean lover but thoroughly enjoy the mountains almost as much. My
husband and I live a very water-oriented life as he is a fishing charter captain. We
both enjoy a beautiful day on the water, fishing, scuba diving, or just cruising around
to watch the sunset.
While in college, I learned film photography however, my passion continued to grow
through learning photography in the digital world. Today, I am blessed to have my
photography business for over nine years.

AMBER MCWHORTER

MMTB Reader Special:
Complimentary engagement session for any 8+ hour collection booked

WHAT INSPIRED YOU
TO START YOUR
BUSINESS?
I have always loved wedding days.
From the smell of fresh flowers to
the sound of the dresses, I'm a
sucker for all things wedding.
Before I started my business, I was
"that" friend who would always
volunteer to help my newly
engaged friends plan. Have you
ever seen 27 dresses?! yeah, kinda
like that... If you watch closely,
behind my camera I'm probably
tearing up just like your best friend.

WHAT MAKES YOUR BUSINESS STAND OUT
FROM OTHER WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS?

MARY NEIMAN

Learn More about
Mary Anna Photography

MMTB Reader Special:
Complimentary engagement
session and 20% off your
wedding album

Gorgeous photos are only the
beginning of what we offer:
Having a heart for genuine
friendships with my clients
positively impacts your portraits in
many different ways. You want
more than just beautiful portraits.
You want someone who knows
your love story and captures real
emotions, so when we arrive on
your wedding day, it will be a relief
to feel like a friend arrived and not
just a hired vendor.
Because I’ve photographed so
many weddings, I know what will
make for GOOD wedding days and
what will make for GORGEOUS
wedding days.

We cover everything from
engagement portraits, to veil
choices to exits. We even craft a
custom timeline with each of our
brides.
We capture emotion-filled,
expertly posed images. One of the
main reasons that our clients love
their photos is because they love
how the look in them. We help our
couples feel natural and confident
in front of our cameras. I teach
them how to pose for their body
type to create special moments
that look beautiful, easy, and
natural in front of
the camera.

MARY@MARYANNAPHOTOGRAPHY.COM
(863) 777-9338 | @MARYANNAPHOTO

What Inspired You to Start Your Business?
I have always wanted a business that impacted peoples' lives, and the
wedding industry has given me the opportunity to do so. Delivering
high-quality photos and cinematic videos is what gives us daily
satisfaction.
We love seeing our couples' dream weddings unfold right in front of
them and being able to capture every detail to be remembered for
years to come!

What Makes your Business Stand Out From Others
Photographers/Videographers?
Our customer service! We truly care about our couples and want the
very best for them. We work hand-in-hand to make sure not a single
detail is missed.
Communication is very important to us. We always encourage our
couples to reach out when they have wedding questions, even if it is
not photo or video-related. You can see from all of our reviews that
our couples love our excellent communication and process.
MMTB Reader Special:
Complimentary engagement session for any 8+ hour collection booked

(727) 409-3295 | @iyrus_weddings
will@iyrusweddings.com

WILL DECOSTA
What is One of Your
Passions, Non-Wedding
Related?
I love sports. I'm a huge
Philadelphia Eagles football fan!
Learn More about Iyrus Weddings

Jennifer is the lead photographer, videographer,
and point-of-contact for all of our couples.
Scott is the lead videographer, lead editor, and
photographer.

Meet Jennifer and Scott, the husband-andwife team behind J&S Media!

Jennifer plays a more vocal role on the wedding
day. She loves directing and guiding everyone to
ensure everything goes smoothly, while Scott
plays a more technical role in ensuring the actual
documentation is perfect, and our team is
coordinated.

Our Wedding Style Is:
The perfect blend of fun and adventurous +
romantic and timeless! We love helping our
couples make the most of their wedding day and
highlighting the experiences that are most
important to them. We’ve spent years perfecting
the client experience.
When it comes to the big events of the day, the
first look, ceremony, introductions, first dance,
toasts, etc., our goal is to be as unobtrusive as
possible. We are on the sidelines, capturing the
moment, excitement, and emotions as-is with
minimal distraction.

We specialize in cinematic wedding
films & timeless photos that make you
feel something

We Love Being a Part of the Wedding
Industry Because:
We love what we do. Weddings introduce and
expose us to so many different types of love
stories, cultural traditions, Pinterest-worthy
details, and such a variety of people who enable
us to grow as a company and as individuals. We
love providing our couples with a seamless,
enjoyable experience and seeing their reaction
when their wedding photos and film showcase
their day flawlessly.

@_jsmedia
jskmediaco@gmail.com
Learn More about J&S Media Films & Photo

Learn More about Amanda Zabrocki Photography

(813) 860-4453 | amanda@azphotograph.com | @amandazabphoto
For affectionate couples who dream of romantic photos for their fun and joy-filled wedding day.
WHAT MAKES YOUR BUSINESS
STAND OUT FROM OTHER
PHOTOGRAPHERS?
I love to connect with my couples and make them feel
comfortable, confident, and relaxed. I give a lot of feedback
on posing and help spark meaningful thoughts and actions,
resulting in fun, romantic, and authentic images that reveal
their love story!

As a photojournalist, I approach all my sessions and
weddings as if there is a story to be told, photographing all
aspects including the scenes around them and down to the
buttons on their wedding attire.

MMTB Reader Special:
Receive an extra hour of wedding day coverage

WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO START YOUR BUSINESS?
Working as a newspaper photographer was what I went to school for, but I craved more creative control over my images
and wanted to directly serve my clients with a personal photography experience.

WHERE DO YOU DRAW YOUR
INSPIRATION?
Interior design (which I almost went to school for),
sunlight, and anything botanical or floral!

WHAT IS ONE THING COUPLES
WOULD BE SURPRISED TO
KNOW ABOUT YOU?
My own wedding was cancelled due to a hurricane!

"I SPECIALIZE IN AUTHENTIC, JOYFUL, AND
ROMANTIC IMAGES THAT TELL A STORY."

WHAT MAKES YOUR BUSINESS
STAND OUT FROM OTHER
PHOTOGRAPHERS?

With a background in photojournalism and
magazine editing, I strive to capture
authentic emotions and moments while
making sure everyone looks amazing. I've
also been told I have a very calming
presence and am extremely organized
leading up to the day so all you have to do is
PARTY.
(941) 806-8680
CAT@CATPENNENGA.COM
@CATPENNENGAPHOTOGRAPHY

CAT PENNENGA

WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO START
YOUR BUSINESS?

My love for and fascination with people led
me to photography, and it drives me every
day. I have worked in publishing, fashion,
and academia but nothing inspires me
more than two people in love.
WHAT IS ONE OF YOUR
PASSIONS, NON-WEDDING
RELATED?

Music! I LOVE live music and cannot work
for very long without Radiohead or other
indie tunes in the background.

Learn More about Cat Pennenga Photography
MMTB Reader Special:
20% discount on your Keepsake Album or Photo Booth add-on.

What is one of your favorite things about being
a wedding professional?
Being a wedding photographer is an honor. It’s an honor for
me to be chosen to document such a special day and the
beginning of a new chapter, and it’s an honor that my clients
believe in my ability to produce images that best represent
their celebration and their story.

JOY HMIELEWSKI
What inspired you to start your
business?
I started in the photojournalism field
and was traveling to different
countries every year. I realized I love
observing the way people connect, but
mostly I love the rituals that bring
couples and families together.
Capturing those moments and
preserving those emotions is so
rewarding. Since I thrive on adventure
and the hustle of challenging work,
wedding photography is a perfect fit
for me as a career.

What makes your business stand
out from other photographers?
After ten years of photographing
weddings, I’ve dealt with what feels
like every possible scenario. I’ve also
photographed a variety of unique
venues such as luxury hotels,
vineyards, yachts, sailboats, and
beaches in Mexico and the Bahamas. I
have a great understanding of the
challenges that can arise and how to
move past them with ease.
MMTB Reader Special:
Receive an extra hour of wedding coverage on select packages
Learn More about Joyelan Photography

(813) 508-7608
JOYELANPHOTO@GMAIL.COM
@JOYELAN
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WEDDING

VIDEOGRAPHERS
Iyrus Weddings
Iyrus Weddings offers high-end cinematic video that
showcases your wedding day through love letters, vows,
and toasts to really tell the story of your everlasting love
and showcase the emotion from your day.
Our personalities are upbeat, high energy, fun, and

@iyrus_weddings

professional. Our business stands out as we are very
personable and work well with other photographers. Since
we offer both photo and video, we understand how to

MMTB Reader Special: $500 off an
8-hour photo and video package.

capture video without stepping on the toes of your
photographer.

Learn More about Iyrus Weddings

8 hours of video coverage with 2 videographers, drone
footage, professional editing and a 7-10 minute cinematic
wedding film starts at $2,800.

Mars and the Moon Films + Photo
(Formerly Bonnie Newman Creative)
Your wedding isn’t just about a viral video or a
"perfectly" posed Instagram photo. Your wedding day is
about connection, shared memories, and having a damn
good time with your friends. We pride ourselves on
being able to read a room. If you’re down to do
something fun and creative with us, let’s F-ing do it!
Our style is candid, true-to-color, down-to-earth, and
raw. Our style is NOT generic, cookie-cutter, posed,
intrusive, overexposed, or overly chatty.
Our average film + photo package investment is $9,200
and includes 9 hours of coverage, a cinematic highlight
film, full ceremony and toast edit, raw footage,
photography engagement session, $200 credit towards
an album purchase, and a whole lot more.
At this time, we are only accepting only photography and
videography combined bookings.

@marsmoonfilms
Learn More about Mars and the Moon
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Shannon Kelly Films
Our wedding videography style is authentic and custom.
I base each film around the story and journey that led
the couple to their wedding day and also the energy and
emotions that are prominent throughout their wedding
day. Each moment in my films is intentional, whether it’s
to capture the feelings of joy and excitement or raw
@shannonkellyfilms
Learn More about Shannon Kelly Films

vulnerable emotions. I want each couple to feel seen
and their story to be told in the most genuine and
authentic way. It’s always my goal to reflect the
personalities of my couples in their films and to tell a
story that is true to who they are.
Wedding collections start at $4,100.

Priceless Studio Design
Our wedding videography style is cinematic with amazing
storytelling from start to finish. We pay attention to the
details; we don’t simply put clips together.
We are suckers for nostalgia, emotion, teary moments,
and good lighting. We want to be like family, not the hired
help. It shows in our work that we enjoy filming moments
that you can relive with your spouse.
The fondest memories can be a blur. We make them last
forever.
Our average videography package is $2,100.

@pricelessstudiodesign
Learn More about Priceless Studio Design
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J&S Media Films & Photo
J&S Media Wedding Films & Photo specializes in both
cinematic wedding films and wedding photography.
We’ve spent years perfecting the client experience,
how we work together as a team, training trusted team
members, and telling stories through both photo and
video.
Our style is versatile and tailored to each of our

@_jsmedia
Learn More about J&S Media

couples while still maintaining our own J&S Media style
as artists. In specializing in both photo and video,
we’re able to navigate a wedding day doing what’s best
for both mediums of documentation which we believe
is one of the traits that separate us from others!
Wedding collections begin at $3,800 per service with
the average couple spending $3,800-$6,800 for
wedding film and photo collections.

